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Over the past decade, psychedelic compounds have
emerged as potentially transformative therapeutics for a
variety of intractable neuropsychiatric conditions. However,
historically most of the basic science has utilized these
compounds as probes to interrogate various endogenous
neurotransmitter systems—mainly the serotonin 5-HT2A
receptor. With the renewed interest in utilizing these com-
pounds as therapeutics and the explosion in clinical trials,
psychedelics have been purported to treat many neuro-
psychiatric disorders, including depression, cluster

headaches, migraines, anxiety, and obsessive-compulsive
disorder. It is therefore imperative to understand the biol-
ogy andpharmacologybehind their therapeuticmechanisms
aswell as expose any potential pitfalls in their widespread use
as treatments. This review covers the latest advances in
understanding thebiologicalmechanisms, thenewest efforts
in drug discovery, and potential pitfalls when it comes to
utilizing this class of compounds as emerging therapeutics.
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Hallucinogenic drugs have been reportedly used by indige-
nouspeoples formillennia for spiritual purposes, shamanism,
and healing (1–3). In the 1950s and 1960s, psychiatry utilized
hallucinogenic drugs as tools to interrogate various neuro-
transmitter systems and their roles in neuropsychiatric
diseases (4–6). Thus, for example, early studies on psyche-
delic drugs postulated that drugs such as N,N-dimethyltryp-
tamine (DMT) (7) and lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD) (6, 8)
might induce a model psychosis in humans and laboratory
animals. More recently, psilocybin—the active ingredient of
“magic mushrooms” (Psilocybe spp.)—has been shown in
several phase 2 clinical trials to robustly and rapidly alleviate
depressive symptoms (9–13). Initial clinical studieswith LSD
have shown a similar rapid action for symptoms of anxiety
(14) in terminal cancerpatients. In this review,wesummarize
our current understanding of psychedelic drug actions and
how such insights might inform further research and the
potential clinical utility of psychedelic drugs.

WHAT IS A PSYCHEDELIC DRUG?

The term psychedelic was coined by Osmond in 1957 (15) to
refer to drugs that are “mind manifesting.” Prior to this,
psychoactive drugs such as hallucinogens and dissociative
agents (among others) were considered to be psychotomi-
metic (16), a term that is in common use today. Osmond
defined psychotomimetic compounds as follows:

Psychotomimetic agents are substances that produce changes
in thought, perception, mood and, sometimes, in posture,
occurring alone or in concert, without causing either major
disturbances of the autonomic nervous system or addictive
craving, and although, with overdosage, disorientation,

memory disturbance, stupor, and even narcosis may occur,
these reactions are not characteristic (15, p. 418).

Of the various so-called psychotomimetic drugs, Osmond
included such compounds as the classic psychedelics (e.g.,
LSD, psilocybin) as well as the hallucinogens ibogaine (from
the iboga plant), mescaline (from the cactus Lophophora wil-
liamsii), DMT (from several plant species, and used in hallu-
cinogenic snuff ), and atropine (from the mushroom Amanita
muscaria) (15). To this list are added synthetic compounds such
as the dissociative anesthetic agent ketamine (17), the halluci-
nogenic kappa opioid receptor agonist salvinorin A (from the
plant Salvia divinorum) (2), and others (Figure 1).

Our current classification of these psychoactive drugs
would include hallucinogens as a distinct class (Figure 1),
with many different types of hallucinogens based primarily
on their pharmacology. Thus, psychedelic drugs are defined
as drugs that have an LSD-like action in humans and are
5-HT2A agonists (3, 18). This definition is similar to that
offered by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration: “sero-
tonergic 5-HT2A agonists that alter perception, cognition,
and mood (i.e., psychedelic effects) and that are currently
controlled in Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act”
(19). The European regulatory authorities have provided a
similar definition for classic psychedelic drugs as 5-HT2A
agonists, exemplified by drugs such as LSD, mescaline, and
psilocybin (20). By contrast, drugs such as ketamine and
phencyclidine—which can also induce hallucinations along
with dissociative states—are classified as dissociative anes-
thetic agents and are NMDA receptor antagonists.
Muscarinic antagonists, such as scopolamine and atropine—
which induce delirium and hallucinations in humans—are



classified as deliriants. Finally, atypical hallucinogens that
have kappa opioid receptor agonist activity (e.g., salvinorin
A [2]) constitute another class. MDMA (3,4-methylene-
dioxymethamphetamine; “Ecstasy”) is not considered a psy-
chedelic drug (as it does not induce anLSD-like effect inhumans)
and has been classified separately as an entactogen (21).

PSYCHEDELIC DRUGSMEDIATE THEIR ACTIONS VIA
SEROTONIN 5-HT2A RECEPTORS

There is now considerable evidence that a subclass of se-
rotonin receptors, the 5-HT2A subtype, is essential for the
hallucinogenic actions of psychedelics. Initial evidence came
from animal studies that indicated that 5-HT2A antagonists
block the actions of psychedelics (22) and that their in vivo
effects are directly correlatedwith their affinities for 5-HT2A
receptors (23). Subsequent studies in which the 5-HT2A
receptor was genetically deleted showed that the effects of
psychedelic drugs were blocked (24, 25). The most definitive
evidence comes from human studies in which the psyche-
delic actions of both psilocybin (26) and LSD (27) were
blocked by pretreatment with the 5-HT2A-preferring an-
tagonist ketanserin.

Serotonin 5-HT2A receptors are expressedmainly in layer

interactions with scaffolding proteins are essential for the
acuteeffects ofpsychedelicdrugs invivo (30, 31). Intriguingly,
many atypical antipsychotic drugs are potent 5-HT2A an-
tagonists (32), and these same scaffolding proteins are also
essential for the actions of clozapine-like atypical antipsy-
chotic drugs in vivo (30, 31).

In terms of the potential therapeutic actions of psyche-
delic drugs, the data are mixed regarding the necessity of
5-HT2A receptor activation. One study in mice showed that
ketanserin does not block the potential therapeutic actions of
psilocybin (33), while another showed complete blockade
with ketanserin (34). The latter study also showed lack of
antidepressant-like actions inmice inwhich5-HT2Areceptors
are blocked. Such studies using ketanserin are problematic,
however, as this agent also interacts with alpha-1 adrenergic
receptors (35) and with vesicular monoamine transporters
sensitive to reserpine (36). In future studies, the use of more
selective 5-HT2A antagonists—for example, pimavanserin,
which is approved for treating Parkinson’s psychosis (37, 38)
and is the most selective approved 5-HT2A antagonist (37)—
could be used to definitively address this question.

We now have molecular-level details regarding how
psychedelic drugs interact with and activate 5-HT2A re-
ceptors (39) (Figure 2B). Studies on a related serotonin re-
ceptor (5-HT2B) have clarifiedhowLSDcan stabilize distinct
signaling complexes (40, 41). A key finding of these studies
was the discovery that once LSD binds to the 5-HT2A re-
ceptor, a lid is formed over the binding pocket, which “traps”
LSD for several hours (39, 40) (Figure 2B). These findings

FIGURE 1. Diagram showing the hierarchy of psychoactive molecules and their classificationsa

a The list is arranged from themost inclusive (top) to the least inclusive (bottom). For example, mescaline, LSD, and psilocybin/psilocin are psychedelics,
hallucinogens, and psychoactive compounds, whereas the dissociative anesthetics are not considered psychedelics, but rather hallucinogens and
psychoactive compounds, and the entactogenMDMA is not considered a hallucinogen or psychedelic, but a psychoactive compound. Also shown
are the chemical structures for the classic psychedelics LSD, mescaline (typically found in the peyote cactus), and psilocybin (found in “magic
mushrooms”); the latter is converted to the active compound psilocin after ingestion (indicated by the arrow).

4 and 5 cortical pyramidal neurons, with sparse expression in 
parvalbumin-expressing interneurons (28, 29) (Figure 2A). 
In pyramidal neurons, 5-HT2A receptors are concentrated in 
apical dendrites (28, 29), complexed with various scaffold-
ing proteins, including PSD-95 and others (30). These



enhanced neurotransmission at cortical pyramidal neurons
(45). In addition to G protein activation, 5-HT2A receptors
also induce arrestin interactions (39, 41, 46). Interactions
with both G proteins and arrestins appear to be essential for
the full expression of psychedelic drug–induced behaviors
in mice (47, 48). Finally, there is evidence that psychedelic
drugs may also induce changes in brain gene transcription
(49, 50), although it is unclear whether these effects are
central to their putative therapeutic actions.

Psychedelic drugs also rapidly induce enduring changes
in spine formation and dendritic arborization in layer 5 cor-
tical pyramidal neurons (51–53).Thesefindings are especially
intriguing given the observations that 5-HT2A receptors are
enriched in layer 5 cortical neuronal synapses and dendritic
arborizations at the microscopic (54) and ultrastructural
levels (55). The molecular details regarding the mechanisms

a Panel A highlights the cortex and the layer 4/5 pyramidal neurons, which are where the 5-HT2A receptor is primarily located. Panel B presents cartoon
(pictured as the alpha-helical and beta-sheet ribbons) and surface representations (pictured as the space-filling model) of the 5-HT2A/B receptors
coupled with various signaling transducers obtained by cryoelectron microscopy. The 5-HT2A-Gq heterotrimer complex (top left: 5-HT2A receptor
pictured in cornflower blue, Gaq in salmon, Gb in green, and Gg in yellow) is bound with 25CN-NBOH (shown as gray spheres in orthosteric site)
(rendered from the PDB accession code: 6WHA). Highlighted in the top right and center panels (shown in both cartoon [top right] and surface [center]
representations) is the ECL2 lid that formsover the topof theorthosteric site. This lid formsover the topof LSDandoccludes its exit,which is responsible
for the long-lasting effects. Finally, the bottom right panel shows the 5-HT2B receptor coupled tob-arrestin boundwith LSD (shown as gray spheres) in
cartoon representation (PDBaccession: 7SRS). The 5-HT2B receptor is shown in dark green, andb-arrestin is shown in a lighter green. Panel C illustrates
downstream signal transduction cascade of the canonical Gaq pathway and potential therapeuticmechanism. Also indicated are the interactions with
b-arrestin, the scaffolding protein PSD-95, and 5-HT2A-mediated intracellular signaling.

imply that at least part of the reason for the long duration of 
action of drugs like LSD is the trapping of the receptor via 
conformational changes that occur after drug binding. These 
studies also showed that this prolonged action of LSD is due in 
part to a specific residue within the binding pocket, which is 
found in humans but not in mice or rats (39). This residue 
(Ser242) also is essential for the high-affinity interactions of 
LSD, psilocybin, and perhaps other such drugs at the human 
and nonhuman primate 5-HT2A receptors.

After psychedelic drug binding, 5-HT2A receptors then 
activate a complex web of signaling processes mediated by
interactions of the 5-HT2A receptor with various transducer 
molecules, including both G proteins and arrestins (42)
(Figure 2C). The main G protein activated is Gaq, which 
leads to the activation of phospholipase C (43, 44) and 
mobilization of intracellular calcium, leading ultimately to

FIGURE 2. Overall schematic showing the protein structure of and the location, downstream signaling, and scaffolding protein for the
5-HT2A receptor

a



by which 5-HT2A receptor activation induces enhanced
plasticity are unclear, although pathways involving BDNF
(56), TrkB (52), and kalirin-7 signaling (51) (Figure 2B) have
been implicated. These findings take on added significance
given the long-standing findings that antidepressant drugs
enhance spine formation (57–59). Additionally, since anti-
depressant drug–induced spine formation appears to be
central to the therapeutic actions of antidepressants (60, 61),
these same pathways could be involved in the antidepressant
drug–like actions of psychedelics.

In a recent study by the Olson lab (62) examining the role
of psychedelics in inducing spine formation, the authors
provide data consistentwith the hypothesis that intracellular
5-HT2A receptors are essential for the plasticity-inducing
actions of psychedelics (62). These findings are intriguing, as
previous studies have shown that 5-HT2A receptors in the
brain are found in the dendroplasmic reticulum, where they
interact with MAP1A (55). Many anatomical studies have
demonstratedacloseassociationbetween intracellular 5-HT2A
receptors and various transducers and effectors, including
arrestins (63), RSK2 (64), and many others (65). Further
research on the role of intracellular 5-HT2A receptors in
mediating the actions of psychedelics is warranted.

PROBLEMATIC OFF-TARGET ACTIONS OF
PSYCHEDELICS

In addition to their actions at 5-HT2A receptors, most psy-
chedelic drugs have complex polypharmacological interac-
tions with many other receptors in the brain (25, 66, 67).
Thus, for instance, LSD is a high-affinity agonist for nearly
every serotonin, dopamine, and noradrenergic receptor (67).
In fact, LSD has been found to be a high-potency dopamine
receptor agonist (8, 68), with significant activity at both D1
and D2 family receptors (67). DMT has a similarly robust
agonist profile at several 5-HT receptors (25), and it has been
reported that its interactions with sigma-1 receptors may be
involved in at least some of its actions in vivo (69), although
not its psychedelic effects (25). Finally, psilocin (the active
metabolite of psilocybin) has also been found to be a high-
affinity agonist for most 5-HT receptors, including 5-HT2C
and 5-HT2B (70). In fact, many psychedelic drugs, as well as
MDMA, activate 5-HT2C receptors (71–76). Given that many
5-HT2C agonists are anorectic (77), the appetite-suppressant
actions of some psychedelics could be related to this effect.
What effects, if any, these off-target actions of psychedelic
drugs have for their therapeutic actions is unknown.

Most problematic has been the activation of 5-HT2B re-

metabolite of fenfluramine (81–83). Subsequently, chronic
treatment with several ergot derivatives used in treating
Parkinson’s disease (84, 85) as well as MDMA (86) were
associated with clinically significant valvular heart disease.
Finally, ergot derivatives used for treatingmigraine headache
have alsobeenassociatedwithvalvularheart disease (87). For
drugs like ergotamine, this is due to the main metabolite,
methylergonovine, which is a potent 5-HT2B agonist (81,
88, 89).

No studies have yet directly addressed the concern that
chronic administration of psychedelic drugs—as might occur
with “microdosing”—might induce clinically significant val-
vular heart disease. Such studies would likely require large
numbers of subjects, assessed in a prospective fashion, as was
done for the drug lorcaserin (90, 91). Until such time as de-
finitive studies are performed, we must caution against the
long-term use of psychedelic drugs and MDMA.

PSYCHEDELIC AND PSYCHEDELIC-INSPIRED
MEDICATIONS

Since the 1950s and 1960s, there has been evidence that
psychedelic drugs might be useful for treating a variety of
neuropsychiatric diseases (6, 92), although this area of study
was notwithout controversy (93, 94). Over the decades since,
there have been scattered and anecdotal reports of beneficial
actions of psychedelics in obsessive-compulsive disorder
(70, 95), migraine (96), cluster headaches (97, 98), and other
conditions (3).

More recently, phase 2 placebo-controlled trials have
reported significant actions of both single and two doses of
psilocybin to rapidly reduce symptoms of depression and
anxiety (9, 10, 12, 13). A similar phase 2 placebo-controlled
trial showed similar significant effects of LSD on depression
and anxiety (14). All these trials employed psychotherapy as
part of the treatment regimen, and it is unknown to what
extent therapist interventions might be key to the potential
therapeutic actions of psychedelics (for recent perspectives,
see references 3, 18).

Many approved antidepressant medications—including
virtually all the tricyclic drugs (99) as well as newer medi-
cations such as mirtazapine (100) and brexpiprazole as ad-
junctivetherapy (101)—arepotent5-HT2Aantagonists.Related
to this, it has long been known that chronic treatment with
many antidepressant medications induces a downregulation
of 5-HT2A receptors (102–105). Intriguingly, both atypical
antipsychotic drugs and psychedelics also can induce rapid
downregulation of 5-HT2A receptors (106–108). Collectively,
these findings suggest that nonpsychedelic 5-HT2A-active
medications can function as therapeutic drugs for a variety of
neuropsychiatric conditions (Gumpper and Roth, in press).

Given this background, recent studies have addressed the
hypothesis as to whether it is possible to identify 5-HT2A
agonists that are not psychedelic and are potentially thera-
peutic (3).Todate, threegroupshave identifiednewdrug-like
molecules that—inmice—are devoid of psychedelic drug–like

ceptors by nearly all psychedelic drugs and the entactogen 
MDMA (72, 78). For many years it has been known that drugs 
with potent 5-HT2B agonist activity induce valvular heart 
disease in humans (79)—for instance, fenfluramine, which 
was withdrawn from the market due to drug-induced val-
vular heart disease in as many as 30% of individuals (80). 
This was subsequently demonstrated to be due to activation 
of the 5-HT2B receptor by norfenfluramine, the major
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actions and have antidepressant-like actions (109–111). In all
these instances, the new 5-HT2A agonists displayed minimal 
activity at typical mouse models of psychedelic drug actions 
(e.g., 110). Simultaneously, these drug-like molecules dis-
played robust antidepressant drug–like actions in a variety of 
rodent models (109–111). Although none of these molecules 
has advanced to clinical trials, these results support the 
hypothesis, and it will be informative to determine their 
effects in humans with depression and related disorders.

CONCLUSIONS

With the continued widespread use of psychedelic com-
pounds in the clinic, pinpointing the gaps in our current 
knowledge is paramount. Numerous areas remain to be ex-
plored, including 1) furthering our understanding of the 
downstream signaling mechanisms and how they differ 
between hallucinogenic and nonhallucinogenic psychedelic 
compounds; 2) clarifying differences in extracellular and 
intracellular signaling cascades; 3) thoroughly under-
standing the molecular interactions between the receptor 
and psychedelic compounds and how they contribute to 
downstream signaling events; 4) elucidating the poly-
pharmacology of these compounds to look for potentially 
harmful off-target side effects as well as other therapeutic 
mechanisms; 5) identifying the therapeutic mechanisms that 
are induced by these compounds and whether these are de-
pendent on 5-HT2A activation; and, finally, 6) answering the 
question of whether nonhallucinogenic 5-HT2A agonists can 
retain, or exceed, the potential therapeutic properties of the 
classic psychedelics.

Given the last point, several new compounds have been 
discovered that may offer some therapeutic potential (109–111) 
as well as several compounds that have been known for some 
time (97, 98, 112, 113). While many of them have proven to 
be successful in rodent models, it will be of great interest to 
see whether these molecules will be as effective as the 
emerging psychedelic therapeutics in treating depression and 
other related disorders in clinical trials.
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